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This case study has been developed as part of 
Urban Ocean, one of Resilient Cities Network’s 
multi-city programs, co-designed and delivered 
with our partners Ocean Conservancy and The 
Circulate Initiative. Urban Ocean supports cities 
in assessing their risks and vulnerabilities as well 
as gaps in their waste management systems 
that lead to plastic leakage into the environment 
and the ocean. It helps cities to identify actions, 
design better projects and innovative solutions, 
leverage partnerships, and finally connects cities 
and their projects to potential funding sources. 

Urban Ocean is currently being implemented in 
six cities in Asia and Latin America and supported 
by five cities in Europe and Asia Pacific that help 
their peers to develop projects that allow them 
to address current and future challenges. The 
program has a strong emphasis on peer-to-peer 
learning and knowledge exchange.

The case study series aims to highlight good 
examples in resilient urban waste management 
from across the world, and were selected with the 
following guiding criteria in mind:

• The initiative addresses multiple 
shocks and stresses

• The initiative exhibits multiple 
qualities of resilience

• The initiative yields multiple benefits, as 
it contributes to the overall resilience 
of both the waste management 
system and the city as a whole
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Like in many cities, Pune’s informal waste-pickers 
form a significant part of the waste management 
system. What is different to other cities is the way 
they collaborate with the city government through 
SWaCH, Pune’s pro-poor public private partnership 
wholly owned by self-employed waste workers. 
SWaCH bolsters the socio-economic position of 
waste-pickers while creating a more sustainable and 
efficient solid waste management system.
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Pune is the 9th most populous city in India, located 

in the western state of Maharashtra. Pune Munic-

ipal Cooperation has over 5 million inhabitants, 

while the metro area surpasses 7.2 million people. 

The city is also one of the fastest growing in the 

country. 

Like in many rapidly growing cities, Pune’s municipal solid waste manage-

ment system struggled to cope with increased demand since the early ‘90s. 

Waste was formally dealt with by depositing in public containers that were 

sorted by informal waste pickers to collect recyclable items – unsanitary 

and economically unpredictable work.

In addition, high levels of waste were sent to landfill while littering and ille-

gal dumping of waste polluted the city’s environment, causing public health 

risks and pest problems. Furthermore, informal waste pickers struggled with 

poor perception of their work. Informal waste pickers are 80% female and 

from socially marginalized castes. As they had no rights to collection fees, 

pensions, or insurances, their livelihood security was low. The perception of 

waste pickers’ work was poor and often looked down upon.

CONTEXT
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As a response to this, in 1993 the Kagad Kach Patra 

Kashtakari Panchayat (KKPKP) was formed as a 

membership-based trade union for waste-pickers 

in Pune. The union has 9000+ members of which 

80% women from socially marginalised castes, re-

flecting the demographic of informal waste pick-

ers. The union played an instrumental role to bolster the position of waste 

pickers, and importantly quantified the waste pickers’ contribution to the 

city’s solid waste management, demonstrating that their work reduced Pune 

Municipal Corporation’s (PMC) waste handling costs. 

The city passed new municipal solid waste management laws in 2000, man-

dating door-to-door collection and waste processing, instead of dumping 

and the use of public waste containers. At the time, only 7% of households 

was serviced by door-to-door collection.1 While the government considered 

outsourcing this task to private contractors, KKPKP convinced some house-

holds to let waste pickers collect at their doorstep against a small user fee. 

The user fee and secured access to recyclable waste helped 

to improve working conditions of waste pickers, and KKPKP 

launched a pilot project with PMC in 2005 that supported the 

waste pickers with basic equipment to further establish the 

door-step collection model. This laid the foundation for the 

establishment of Seva Sahakari Sanstha Pune (SWaCH) in 

2007, the cooperative structured as a pro-poor public private 

partnership wholly owned by self-employed waste workers. 

SWaCH has a comprehensive approach to strengthen the position of infor-

mal waste pickers and integrate them into the cooperative. A council advo-

cates for workers’ rights and liaises with PMC on safety requirements, ben-

efits, and contracts. Waste pickers who become part of SWaCH receive an 

identification card, and are provided with access to government schemes for 

medical insurance and pensions, while being able to access a waste picker 

1 WRI, 2019

APPROACH

In 2000, only 7% of 
households was 
serviced by door-
to-door collection
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source: Lakshmi Narayan

help desk. The workers collect waste door-to-door and charge a user fee per 

household, using equipment from PMC, such as official uniforms and push 

carts that are designed for manual collection and painted with awareness 

campaign messages. The waste collected is separated by the waste pickers, 

who bring the recyclable materials to small-to-medium sized sorting centers 

who purchase the materials. The non-recyclables to go feeder stations, and 

organic waste is composted.

The user fee not only empowers the financial position of (mostly female) 

waste pickers who now have their own source of direct income, it also cre-

ates transparency and accountability on top of better service delivery, and 

builds a more positive relationship between waste pickers and citizens.  The 

waste pickers work in pairs to cover 150-400 households. Those covering in-

formal settlements receive a subsidy per household, as less recyclables can 

be sourced from waste from these properties.

The initial pilot scheme showed that the working conditions under the 

SWaCH model significantly improved livelihoods as well as municipal waste 

collection services. SWaCH expanded to other areas across the city, and is 

currently on its second 5-year contract with Pune Municipal Cooperation to 

provide door-step collection services, collect user fees, and the right to re-

cyclables. PMC was the first city to attempt the integration of informal waste 

pickers at scale.

SOURCE SEGREGATED 
WASTE

SWaCH COOPERATIVE 
MONTHLY USER FEE PER 

HOUSE

COMPOST UNIT

RECYCLABLES NON-RECYCLABLES

SCRAP MARKET
SECONDARY 

COLLECTION TO 
UNULI LANDFILL

BIOMETHANATION 
PLANT

MATERIALS 
RECOVERY CENTRE

RECYCLING UNITS

SWaCH model
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Strengthening the position of the large and often 

vulnerable workforce of informal waste pickers 

has positive social, economic, and environmental 

outcomes. PMC’s municipal waste management 

system and its collaboration with SWaCH shows 

that informal waste workers have a key role to 

play in efficient waste collection and segregation, reducing emissions and 

increasing recycling rates. The multi-stakeholder approach where waste 

pickers work together with local government builds resilience to multiple 

shocks and stresses, as it and improves the socioeconomic position for in-

formal waste pickers, while creating a more sustainable and efficient waste 

management system.

• SWaCH collects more than half of municipal solid waste in the city 

through its network of 3,500 waste pickers, who cover 72% of properties 

(840,000 properties =3.36 million people) that are serviced by doorstep 

waste collection, of which 170,000 are informal settlements (80% of total 

informal settlements). 

• Waste pickers are providing an efficient and low-cost collection and 

separation service across the city. Optimized recycling and diversion of 

waste from source: 220 tons of waste per day diverted to recycling. PMC 

makes savings of over 160 million rupees /US$ 2 million per year in han-

IMPACT

source: Lakshmi Naraya
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dling costs alone, by collecting and diverting of recyclable plastic waste.2 

Waste pickers are also in a better financial position than ever before.3

• Plastic waste, including microplastics, are pervasive in the organic waste 

that accounts for almost ¾ of all waste. Only 8.3% of municipal waste 

in Pune is plastic, but that is still the equivalent of 166 tonnes per day, 

of which about half is removed from waste (as SWaCH covers half of 

MSW collection). Informal workers remove enough plastic from Pune to 

account for nearly 50,000 tonnes of annual emissions.4 The implemen-

tation of the waste management model has over the years increased 

the recycling rate of plastic to about 50%, which is much higher than the 

average rate of 10-20% in many European countries and the US. 

SWaCH’s work is now complemented through SWaCH Plus, which organizes 

activities beyond door-to-door collection, such as events where people can 

dispose of unwanted household items and clothes, composting, e-waste 

collection, as well as awareness raising events and promoting the use of 

reusable materials, all aiming to spur behavior change regarding waste. 

There are also other affiliated projects such as PROTOPRINT, which is a low-

cost technology for closed loop recycling, turning HDPE plastics in to flakes 

for 3D printer fillings. 

While SWaCH emerged out of a specific local context with a strong local civil 

society ecosystem, similar initiatives can be developed in other cities par-

ticularly in South and Southeast Asia. Key requirements for success are the 

willingness of governments to collaborate and engage with citizens, active 

civic organizations, initial financial support from a local authority, and due 

consideration of the specific local needs. In 2016, the Indian national gov-

ernment mandated all Indian cities by law to register waste pickers, provide 

identifications cards, and include their voices in decisions around waste 

management.

2 Pune Municipal Corporation, 2018
3 WRI, 2019
4 UN ESCAP, 2019
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DISCLAIMER: THIS CASE STUDY IS INTENDED FOR KNOWLEDGE-SHARING PURPOSES 
ONLY, AND SHOULD NOT BE RELIED UPON BY ANY THIRD PARTY.






